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PROFILE

COMPANY PROFILE
Saudi Group was founded in 1982. It was
established as an agent, a stockiest and a
distributor of construction materials in
Saudi Arabia and throughout the Arabian
Gulf.
With an impressive expansion rate, Saudi
Group today is broadly identified as a
prime leader in marketing, sales and
distribution of a comprehensive range of
construction supplies including all kinds of
wood, reinforcement and structural steel,
chemicals, safety equipment as well as numerous other recourses. It proudly operates
over 85 outlets within Saudi Arabia, with offices in Kuwait, UAE, Qatar and Lebanon.
To ensure first-class service, each distribution outlet is managed by a panel of highly
trained and qualified professionals who maintain close relations with our customers to
make sure they are provided with superior service that will fulfill their every need.
Saudi group was successfully able to raise
a prominent reputation over the past few
decades through consistency, flexibility,
dependability and quality in all products
and services. Although its reputation is
exceptional in the industry it continuously
strives to enhance and improve every
individual area of operation and thus
reach unprecedented heights in its
standing.

One of the company’s focal points is the prompt delivery of quality products to its
customers. Its transportation department effectively operates a large number of trailers,
vans and trucks with capabilities to distribute products all around the kingdom.
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The company’s retail and wholesale operations have attracted an increasingly
immense customer base. The strategically located warehouses in all particular districts
maintain an elevated level of inventory making merchandise regularly available “on
the spot” for other wholesalers and distributors. The efficient management programs,
that control inventory and distribution processes, have significantly contributed in
acquiring an escalating market share and the ability of expansion to new horizons in
the market and the region.
Another factor that leads to the company’s market growth is the aptitude of its
executive management to study and analyze market trends for a growing number of
diverse products, and its capability to rapidly adapt to changes keeping a solid
foundation for customers to rely on.
Saudi Group was able to capture key opportunities and thus expand through its
committed and motivated workforce. We consider our professional business
development teams as vital assets key to investing and utilizing opportunities within
Saudi Arabia and across the neighboring Gulf areas.
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The company deals with local products as well as imported products. Imported
products come from around the globe. It is our policy to always find the best quality for
price ratio from every country in the world and to make it available in our market.
Imports come from a vast number of nations including Germany, Russia, Turkey,
Romania, Finland, Spain, Italy, China, Malaysia, Thailand, Brazil, Canada and many
more.

PRODUCTS
Here is a list of some of our products.
WOOD (Refer to APENDIX A)
HARDWOOD, SOFTWOOD, FABRICATED WOOD
BOARDS, BENDYPLY, LAMINATED PLANKS, TREATED
WOODS
HARDWOOD: (Appendix A-1) Oak, Mahogany, Beech, Cherry, Walnut, Ash, Maple, Teak, etc.
serving the shipping, decking and packing industry.
SOFTWOOD: (Appendix A-2) brought from many different destinations to serve the construction,
manufacturing and the carting and furniture industry.
FABRICATED WOOD BOARDS: (Appendix A-3) a vast selection of Plywood, Block boards, Particle
boards, MDF boards, Insulation boards in many different designs and sizes.
BENDYPLY: the only flexible plywood in the world, sold exclusively at Saudi Group.
LAMINATED PLANKS: scaffolding access planks, grip from beams, laminated veneer lumber.
TREATED WOODS: specially treated woods that are OSHA CERTIFIED.

STEEL (Refer to APENDIX B)
REINFORCEMENT STEEL - D-BARS (DEFORMED BARS)
EPOXY and NON-EPOXY Coated, WIRE MESH,
COMMERCIAL STEEL, INDUSTRIAL STEEL
D-BARS (DEFORMED BARS): We provide a wide
range of D-Bars and Coated D-Bars.
COMMERCIAL STEEL: Plain Bars, Square Bars, Flat Bars, Channels, Angles.
INDUSTRIAL STEEL: Sheets, Chequered Plates, Coils, I-Beams, H-Beams, UP-Channels, Steel Props.
Our inventories contain both local and imported steel. Our local steel comes mainly from Al
Ittifaq Steel which conforms to Saudi government sector standings and is government certified.
Our imported steel comes from Qatar Steel, UAE, Egypt, and more, they also conforms to
government sectors and are SASO certified.In addition to wood and steel, we carry a number of
different materials for construction use, ranging from scaffolding utilities, welding technology,
cutting and grinding technology, to protection and safety equipment technology products and
chemicals. The selection is endless.
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LOGISTICS
Saudi Group has a massive collection of transportation and handling vehicles and a
workforce of over 3000 individuals. Many different departments work together to
integrate the flow of information, inventory, warehousing, material-handling,
packaging, and transportation from the point of origin to the point of consumption, in
addition to our warehouse management and control system which simultaneously
boost performance and deliver unmatched logistics as a result. Saudi Group has the
exceptional capacity to supply consumers with any amount of merchandise, at
anytime, anywhere in the kingdom.

SERVICES
The company focuses on making available most of what the Saudi Arabian
manufacturing and construction markets demand. Our market specialists travel the
globe to congregate all the required commodities, with a major focus on quality. Not
only do we transport products to the region, but we try to make it available anywhere
in the kingdom, either for local pickup in one of our inventories or for punctual delivery
to any necessary location. In addition to all our easily located retail and wholesale
warehouses, sales executives are also recruited to specify our products to existing and
potential customer going door to door to satisfy our customers’ needs. Moreover we
carry government certified products supporting use in governmental project that
require ministry certifications.
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VISION
We endeavor to successfully reach every part of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and its
neighboring regions through a steady growth, motivated workforce and quality elite
management and to be valued for our business culture as well as our consistency and
reliability towards our customers.

MISSION
We will continue to be the most sought after wholesalers of construction and raw
material in the region due to our team oriented company culture as well as good
corporate ethics and our commitment to excellence.
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OFFICE AND OUTLET LOCATIONS

HEAD OFFICE
Address:

Riyadh, Olaya 80 Street, AlKhaleej Complex, 7th floor

P.O.BOX:

58290 Riyadh 11594 Saudi
Arabia

Tel:
Fax:
Website:

966 1 4650165
966 1 4651643 / 4627901
http://www.saudigroup.net

REGIONAL OFFICES
Here is a list of our main regional offices.
CENTRAL REGION

EASTERN REGION

WESTERN REGION

RIYADH H.O.
Tel. 966 1 4650165 (17 lines)
Fax. 966 1 4651643 / 4627901

DAMMAM
Tel. 966 3 8595477
Fax. 966 3 8595605

JEDDAH
Tel. 966 2 6214404
Fax. 966 2 6204827

WHOLESALES OUTLETS (SELF OWNED)
Here is a list of our self owned wholesale outlets.
CENTRAL REGION

EASTERN REGION

WESTERN REGION

RIYADH MAIN STORE1 DAMMAM MAIN STORE1 JEDDAH MAINSTORE1

SOUTHERN REGION

NORTHERN REGION

KHAMIS MUSHAYET
MAINSTORE1

HAFER ALBATTEN
MAINSTORE1

RIYADH MAIN STORE2 DAMMAM MAIN STORE2 JEDDAH MAINSTORE2
SULLAY MAIN STORE
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RETAIL OUTLETS (SELF OWNED)
Our self-owned retail outlets are located all around the kingdom, with several outlets in
each location.

These outlets act as
store branches as well
as
inventories.
Our
products can either be
directly bought from the
outlet for local pick-up
or it can be bought
through the outlet’s
retail
office
and
conveniently delivered
to
the
customer’s
location. Our services
extend
around
the
entire kingdom, making
products
highly
available for consumers.

Figure 1.0
Note that office and outlet locations are not scattered in the correct
number or position due to protection reasons.
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SOURCES
Our products come from around the world.

Figure 1.1
We import from all around the globe. We have set foot in almost every nation to make
certain that we provide our local market with the finest quality product the world has to
offer. Saudi Group consultants attend numerous seminars and product shows to
continuously stay up to date with the international market and its progress in every
aspect of this industry. We import from a number for nations around the world including
Germany, Sweden, Italy, Finland, Russia, Romania, Austria, Spain, Turkey, United States,
Canada, Brazil, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Congo, Egypt, Jordan, Oman, India, Pakistan,
Malaysia, Indonesia, China, Thailand, New Zealand, Australia, and many others.
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THE ENVIRONMENT
Protecting the environtment.

In our struggle to help protect the environment, we set very high standards for our
supplying companies in the area of environmental responsibility. They must fulfill
international standards and act upon constantly diminishing environmental impacts. All
our lumber suppliers follow a level of environmental protection that requires replanting.
Others follow different standards that are globally accepted such as the environmental
ISO 1441:2004. It is our responsibility to take care of our planet and preserve its wellbeing
and resources for our upcoming generations.
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COMPANY MANAGEMENT

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Here is the list of directors in the head office.

Position

Name

Email Address

President and CEO

Ahmed Alziyadi

ahmed.alziyadi@saudigroup.ne

Financial Controller

Magdi Salem

magdysalem@saudigroup.net

IT Department

Eng. Khaled Abdelwahab

itmanager@saudigroup.net

Laws Affairs

Ahmed Masaabi

lawdep@saudigroup.net

Sales Department

Alaa Karrar

akarar@saudigroup.net

Wood Division

Alaa Karrar

akarar@saudigroup.net

Steel Division

Issam Mergany

steel_division@saudigroup.net

Commercial Steel Division

Ahmed Omer

omer@saudigroup.net

H/W and Disks Division

Ali Murssi

hw_division@saudigroup.net

For any further inquiries please do not hesitate to contact us, or visit our website at
http://www.saudigroup.net
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REGULAR CUSTOMERS
We are proud to be working with some of the biggest names in the industry. Here is a list
of some of the main clients we work with on a regular basis.

SAUDI BIN LADEN COMPANY
SAUDI CONSTRUCTIONEERS
SAUDI OGER
AL FOZAN TRADING & CONTRACTING
COMPANY
AL SEIF ENGEENEERING COMPANY
NEW FAB
HAIF CONST. COMPANY
ASAD SAID CONTR. CO
CADO CONSTRUCTION
AL TERIAS
SWAYEH
NOFA FARM
JERAISY FURNITURE
HATCO
QANBAR DYWIDAG
CONSTRUCTION & CONTRACTING EST.
CONSOLIDATED CONTRACTING
COMPANY
NESMA AL FADEL CONTRACTING
COMPANY
BIN JARALLAH GROUP
MOHAMMED AL MOJIL GROUP
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ABDULLAH AL SHUWAYER & SONS
M. SALEM AL SUWAIDI
ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION &
INDUSTRIAL DEV. CO.
MODERN ARAB CONSTRUCTION
HUTA COMPANY
NAJEM ALTHAQIB SCAFOLDING
COMPANY
S.G.B. DABAL COMPANY
SAUDI SCAFFOLDING
METRO GROUP
KETTENEH
GENERAL TRADING
GULF ELITE
AL NASSAR TRADING
SAUDI TRANSFORMERS
AL HADAD TRADING
AL SHAREQ TRADING
A.K.MUHAIDIB
AL MIRA TRADING
AL HUSSAINI TRADING
AL TAMIMI CONSTRUCTION

Saudi Group for Construction Materials Co.

AFFILIATES

AFFILIATE COMPANIES
This is a list of affiliate companies and other affiliate businesses.
QATAR GROUP COMPANY
Stockiest and distributor of hardware tools, discs, etc.
Al SEYASSAH CO. (http://www.alseyassah.com/alseyassah/)
Publishing house for daily newspaper.
ARAB TIMES CO. (http://www.arabtimesonline.com/arabtimes/)
Publishers of English language daily newspaper.
DAR AL HADAF CO. (http://www.al-seyassah.com/alhadaf/index.asp)
Publishing house for weekly news paper.
AL MUNA COMPANY
Publishing house for publication, distribution and marketing of periodicals.
AL SEYASSAH COMMERCIAL PRINT (http://www.contactkuwait.com/dar-alseyasa/)
Commercial printers of school books, posters, etc.
ARAB TIMES PHOTOGRAPHIC & SILK SCREEN HOUSE
Commercial photographic studios and silk screen printing.
BROTHERS GROUP KUWAIT
Stockiest and distributors of construction and building materials.
Manufacturers of pre-fabricated houses.
SHUWAIKH TRADING GROUP
Stockiest and supplier of timber and steel.
Distributor of air-conditioning units.
Distributor of carpet.
NERAH JEWELRY (http://www.mandoubco.com/customs/memberdisplay.asp?memno=6403)
Whole sales and retail of gold jewelry items.
SAUDI GROUP COMPANY (http://www.saudigroup.net)
Marketing, sales and distribution of construction materials, industrial tools, commercial and
industrial steel, chemicals, discs, etc.

KUWAIT COTTON PRODUCTS FOR TRADE & INDUSTRIES
Manufacturer of cotton related fabrics and medical disposables.
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AFFILIATES
HALLA INDUSTRIAL CO.
Furniture manufacturer and wholesaler.
HAI ALADEL CO.
Importer and distributor of foodstuff.
JARALLAH EST.
Importer and distributor of gift items and leather goods.
SAUDI FERTILIZER FACTORY
Waste management and recycling for of compost fertilizer.
ARABIAN WOOD WORK FACTORY
Manufacturer of wood products for the construction industry.
SAUDI WOODEN PRESSED FACTORY
Manufacturer of specialty wood products (Marine Plywood).
USAIMI & JARALLAH CO.
Stockiest and distributor of construction material and agricultural products.
IRAQ GROUP FOR DEVELOPMENT
Established for strategy planning & profitable development of business opportunities in Iraq.
AL RIYADH LABORATORIES & ELECTRICITY COMPANY
Stockiest and distributor of electrical products, conductors, sub-stations & transformers.
BEREAUVERITAS SAUDI ARABIA
A Saudi-French joint venture, specializing in inspection and Laboratories services.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
A newly established telecommunication system provider.
SAUDI MESH & STEEL COMPANY
Manufacturer and stockiest of wire mesh, draw wires, cold rolls, flat bars, re-bars, and other
products related to the construction and manufacturing Industry.
AL BANDER HOTEL & RESORT (http://www.albander.com/)
A deluxe hotel & resort, known internationally and throughout the Gulf for its friendly atmosphere
and professional services.
MEZZALUNA (http://misfu.com/Html/Mezz/Mezzaluna.htm)
A unique restaurant providing dinners with award winning cuisine in a refined ambience.
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AFFILIATES
ZOE (http://misfu.com/Html/Zoe/Zoe.htm)
A restaurant inspired by New York’s Loft-Style architecture, serving contemporary European
cuisine with an Arabic twist.
SAVAGE GARDEN (http://misfu.com/Html/Savage/Smain.htm)
A well-Known night club, that is know uniquely creating the environment of a tropical rainforest
with foliage and waterfalls.
CAFÉ LILOU
Patisserie artisan offering patrons with a wide choice of delicious and scrumptious cakes, sweets,
savory parties and fresh bread.
MANSOON (http://www.misfu.com/)
The oriental experience. Mansoon is decorated in the style of the Bangkok Royal Palace serving
Japanese Sushi and Tepinyanki, combined with mouth-watering Vietnamese delights.
SATAM COMPLEX
A prestigious sanatorium complex located in Morocco.
ALNAMA GROUP
A highly respected and professional Investment group providing a comprehensive portfolio of
financial opportunities.

Saudi Group for Construction Materials Co.
Olaya 80 Street, Al-Khaleej Complex, 7th floor
P.O.BOX 58290 Riyadh 11594 Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 1 4650165 Fax: +966 1 4651643 / 4627901
Email: contact@saudigroup.net Website: http://www.saudigroup.net
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APPENDIX A-1
MAHOGANY
This name is usually
used when referring
to many varieties of
dark-colored wood. It
has many species
including Sapele. It is
usually straight grain and is free of voids. It has
a reddish-brown color that darkens over time.
It is very durable and has excellent workability.
It has a beautiful finish when polished. We
mainly import mahogany from different parts
of Africa and Asia.

OAK
This wood comes in
more
than
400
species. It has a
density of about 0.75
g/cm³, with tough
strength
and
hardness. It is very resistant to insect and fungal
attack because of its high tannin content. Oak
is generally imported from North American
regions such as the United States and Canada,
and some Asian nations as well.

BEECH
It is normally a tough wood, though
dimensionally unstable. It weighs roughly
720kg/m³. Beech is
widely
used
in
furniture
framing,
flooring
and
engineered purposes.
It
makes
and
excellent
firewood,
easily split and burning calm flames for long
hours. It is largely imported from the Americas,
Europe, and some parts of Asia.

CHERRY
Cherry hardwood timber is an ideal timber
used for flooring, doors, moldings, paneling,
carving and a variety
of other uses. It is a
very tough wood and
weighs roughly 650
kg/m³.
Cherry
hardwood is imported
mainly from Europe
and some parts of the United states of
America.

WALNUT
Walnut is a very pretty timber; it is hard, dense,
and tight-grained, which polishes to a very
smooth finish. It comes in a variety of colors
and is used for furniture, carvings and many
other uses. It is a
highly prized wood
and very commonly
used. It is mainly
imported from North
America and Europe.

ASH
Ash wood is a very attractive species of wood.
It is very hard, dense, tough, yet elastic. There
are many types to choose from. It has a great
look and could range in colors. It is used for
making bows, tool
handles, quality bats
and many others. It is
imported
from
Europe, the United
States and Canada.
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MAPLE
Maple comes in many
different
species,
approximately
125,
some of which have
very valueable timber.
They are known as
hard
maple. It
is
extremely cold resistant. They can be used for
various kinds of production including bowling
pins, musical instruments, butcher’s block and
many more. Some maple wood has a very
highly decorative wood grain known as flame
maple. They are largely imported from United
States and Canada.

TEAK
its species including
Iroko and Dahoma.
The yellowish brown
timber
with
good
grains and texture from
teak trunk is used in the
manufacture
of
outdoor furniture, boat decks, and other
weather resisting items. Teak's natural oils make
it ideal for use in exposed locations. It is termite
and pest proof, and is very durable. Teak is
widely used to make doors and window
frames, furniture, columns, etc. It is mainly
imported from south and southeast Asia and
Africa.

MERANTI

WAWA (OBECHE)
It is a lightweight,
relatively strong wood
with a fine even
texture, though the
grain
can
be
interlocking.
It
is
creamy white to pale
yellow in color. Some of its uses are in model
making, three dimensional carving, furniture,
and millwork. An easy wood to work with hand
and machine tools, it glues well, and takes
stain and polish well. It is imported from west
Africa.

Meranti
is
a
pale
blonde to reddish pink
quality hardwood. It is
usually featureless and
is light to medium
weight
and
has
numerous species. It is
used to make cabinets, and hollow-core
doors, it could also be worked into light
structural framing, moldings, trim, and costefficient furniture. It is imported from many
different parts of Asia.

BURMATEAK (BURMESE TEAK)
This is a very hard weather resistant high-quality
wood. It is the highest end of the teak species. It
is a very rare teak and a scarce species. It serves
in many choices of material woodworking,
particularly in the crafting of furniture and
objects that are to be outdoors and exposed to
different weather conditions. This hardwood as
other teak is easily shaped and very durable as it
possesses oils that protect it from all types of
potential damage. It is imported from Burma,
Indonesia.
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KLAUSNER (GERMANY)
Klausner is an Austrian/German company that fabricates superior lumber. It
transforms Europe’s best coniferous wood into high quality lumber, which is
made up of approximately 70% spruce, 25% pine and 5% larch and other
species. Germany’s well maintained and PEFC certified forests possess
Europe’s largest stock of coniferous wood. It imports additional volumes from
neighboring countries such as Scandinavia, Russia, Poland and Czech
Republic. Klausner lumber is exclusively imported from Germany and is
available in different shapes (boards, square edges, etc.) and several sizes.
SWEDISH LUMBER
WHITE
White Swedish lumber is comparable to that of Klausner. They come from a
similar geographic location and can be used as substitutes. They are
commonly from the pine and spruce family.
RED
This redwood is considered a semi-hardwood; it’s occasionally categorized
as softwood because of some resemblance in properties and its use, which
enables it to play this role.
These woods are shipped directly from Sweden.
RUSSIAN LUMBER
Russian softwood is pine wood that is brought from various locations across
Russia and some eastern European countries. It is akin to Romanian lumber
and is an alternate option when looking for these types of wood.
ROMANIAN LUMBER
Romanian pine lumber is among the most popular and bestselling wood. This
white wood is normally roughly sawn and comes in different dimensions. It is
softwood that consistently fulfills its task. It is imported from Romania and
other neighboring European countries.
AUSTRIAN LUMBER
Austrian lumber gives a close resemblance to the German Klausner wood as
well. It is a heavy duty wood that comes in many figures and sizes. It is
imported from a few European locations.
CANADIAN LUMBER (WELL SANDED)
Amongst Canadian lumber, the Canadian S4S (Surfaced Four Sides), is
dimensioned lumber that has all faces and edges planed or sanded smooth.
This wood is available in different sizes and is imported from western Canada.
NEW ZEALAND LUMBER
New Zealand produces lumber that is easily handled. It comes sanded or
roughly sawn. It is shipped here directly from New Zealand.
Note that all the above mentioned softwoods come in sizes (1”x4”, 1”x5”, 2”x8”, 2”x9”, 2”x10”,
2”x12”, 2”x2”, 3”x3”, and 4”x4” and in 3M or 4M lengths, they also come in numerous other sizes)
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DOUGLAS FIR (CLEAR)
This wood is one of the best known and highly prized of the
Canadian softwood species. It has all the desired characteristics
necessary for fine construction (stiffness, strength, density, ease of
working and a natural moderate durability). It is extensively used for
structural and general construction. It is also popular for windows
and doors. It has excellent machining properties, good nail and
screw holding and is often used with a clear finish because of its
attractive reddish-brown color and distinctive grain. It is imported
from western Canada and the United States.
SWEDISH WOOD
This is a very beautiful wood from the pine and spruce family. It
comes in different grades. The grading system depends on the
clearness of the wood. This wood comes in GRADE 4, GRADE 5 and
GRADE 6. It is an artistic wood used in carpentry and design. It
imported from Sweden.
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PLYWOOD
Plywood is known to be the strongest of the fabricated wood family due to its layered assembly.
It may contain hardwood or softwood layers. There are a number of factors that contribute to
the quality of a plywood board. There are a bunch of different types of plywood boards to
choose from. They are as follows:
ORDINARY PLYWOOD
It comes in different thicknesses ranging from 4mm up 18mm. Although
the board measurements are of standards size 244cm x 122cm, different
thicknesses are available for different purposes. Different standards of
plywood are available as well. We import ordinary plywood mainly from
Malaysia, Indonesia and China. Ordinary Chinese plywood has 3
different sets, ordinary Chinese, HQ Chinese and HWC (Hard Wood
Core) Chinese.
VENEER PLYWOOD
Veneer plywood is generally of either 4mm or 6mm thickness. It has various
options of veneer surfaces, some of which are oak, mahogany, teak, and
beech, pine, cherry, walnut and others. It is a one faced board. Veneer
plywood is brought from a few different sources. There is Indonesian (Rilico),
Indonesian and Chinese (Rilico), each with its standards.
POLYESTER PLYWOOD
This comes in thicknesses 3mm and 4mm. It is covered by a layer of polyester
from one side with a vast range of styles and colors. They are Indonesian and
Chinese (Rilico).
DÉCOR PLYWOOD
Décor plywood is paper overlaid plywood, with many different designs and
styles. They are also imported from Indonesia and China.
BENDYPLY
Last but not least is the bendy ply. It is the only flexible wood board on earth
and is exclusively imported. It can come either vertically bendable or
horizontally bendable. It comes in a couple of thicknesses 6mm and 8mm.
All the above mentioned boards are usually used for carpentering and furniture purposes. One
type of plywood that is used solely for construction purposes is the Shuttering Plywood.
SHUTTERNIG PLYWOOD (FILMFACED)
Shuttering, also known as Filmfaced plywood, is made to serve the
construction industry. It is a board fit with finolic film that is water proof. It
is typically used in moldings and scaffolding. It is usually 18mm thick and
could vary in the number of layers, between 9, 11 and 13. It has a very
smooth painted finish, helping smoothen the surface of moldings and
can be reusable. It is imported from a number of locations. We import
filmfaced plywood from Finland, Brazil, Indonesia, Malaysia and China.
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MDF (Medium Density Fiber)
MDF is of the smoothest fabricated wooden boards. It is a very
soft and smooth board. It can come in a vast number of sizes
and thicknesses. It can be 2.5mm thick up to 30mm and can
have the standard size board of 244cm x 122cm or an
exceptional size of 366cm x 183cm. There are several types of
surfaces to choose from. MDF can have ordinary, veneer (6mm,
9mm, 12mm, 18mm), melamine (3mm to 18mm, brought from
MoDécor and Al Fawzan locally or from imported from China) or paper overlaid surfaces.
It can also be filmfaced and can have surfaced from all sides with the availability of edge
banding. It is imported from different destinations such as Spain, Indonesia, Malaysia,
China and others.
BLOCKBOARD (Latté)
Latté is composed of wooden rows aligned over each other
and contained between two layers of plywood. Similar to
plywood, the surface can be ordinary (which has 15mm, 16mm
or 18mm thickness), veneer (which has 16mm or 18mm
thickness) or polyester (which is 18mm thick). Veneer latté can
be one faced or two faced. Polyester latté is always two
faced, and could come in any color.
CHIPBOARD
A chipboard is composed of small pieces of wood (referred to as
chips) that are pressed together to form a wooden board
comprised entirely of chips. Chipboard could be used as a core
for doors which has some advantages and they are:
-

Insulate sound from entering the room
More stability and resistance to door
Improved outcome with burn rate
Tubular core, has a combination of light weight and stability
Faster assembly time than alternative door cores
Very suitable for doors with delicate surfaces

Chipboard can come in different densities (33mm and 38mm) and
different sizes. Different kinds of specially designed chipboards are
manufactured by the German company Sauerland Spanplatte. It fabricates different
types of chipboards cores for different purposes. The tubular core is one of their finest
creations. It combines many targeted and preferred qualities in one board. It is made light
weight, yet resistant, has a good burn rate and insulates sound. These are very significant
characteristics for door cores. These cores are also very suitable for doors with a very
smooth finish. Our unique boards are imported from the Sauerland factory in Germany.
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REINFORCEMENT STEEL
For reinforcement steel we deal with a few sources that supply us with high standard products.
We deal with both imported and local steel.
Our local supplier is Al Ittifaq Steel. Ittifaq Steel is government
certified and conforms to all required Saudi standards and
meets the ISO 9001 requirements. They have acquired SASO
and ASTM A615 GR60 certificates and are eligible under
government ministries and major companies’ standards,
including the ministry of transport, the ministry of commerce, the
ministry of higher education, the ministry of industry and
electricity, the ministry of labor and social affairs, the ministry of
municipalities and rural affaires, the Saudi Bin Laden Group,
SABIC, King Saud University, and many more.
Our imported steel comes from mainly Qatar,
UAE, Egypt and some other sources. Its steel
conforms to international standards and is
also certified by some government sectors in
Saudi Arabia, as it has acquired the SASO
certificate and it complies with BS EN ISO
9001:2000 requirements and also complies
with the ASTM A615 GR60. It also conforms to
other various national and international standards. All these certificates are available upon
request.
Our inventories naturally have hefty amounts of stock available for immediate dispatch.
Concerning bundles, each bundle over 8mm diameter is fitted with 2 tons of steel. Bundles with
8mm or less are usually 1 ton each. A truckload of steel does not generally exceed 26 tons.
D-Bars (NON-EPOXY)
The non-epoxy deformed rebar comes in
different diameters ranging from 6mm up to
32mm. It is usually 12M long but can come in
6M lengths for 6mm and 8mm diameters.
D-Bars (EPOXY)
The epoxy coated deformed rebar is similar to the non-epoxy in size and specifications;
however, it is covered with epoxy as if it were painted. This epoxy substance keeps the rebar
from getting rusty and weaker.
WIRE MESH
Wire mesh is also available for reinforcing flooring. It can also be epoxy or non-epoxy coated.
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL STEEL
Commercial and industrial steel are types of structural steel;
meaning they are types of steel that are formed with specific
shapes or cross sections and certain standards of chemical
composition and strength. Many sections are made by hot or
cold rolling, others are made by welding together flat or bent
plates. They must adhere to different standards such as ASTM
A36, which are normally published by developed nations.
Unlike the past, where fabrication of dimensional structured
steel has been performed by sequential operations involving
sawing, drilling and high temperature flame cutting, nowadays,
developments in plasma cutting and laser cutting of metals has
been combined with computerized motion control to
accomplish the sequential operations in a more accurate
single machine. Structural steel is fabricated into an enormous
variety of shapes and sizes. It includes plain bars, square bars,
flat bars, channels, angles, tubes, hot rolls, smooth steel,
sheets, checkered plates, coils, I-Beams, H-Beams, UP-Channels
and steel props and other such products. They are imported
from many different location counting Hungary, Russia, Ukraine,
South Africa, Turkey, Japan and Egypt as some sources for
different types of steel as well as our local supplier SABIC.
Within the last generation steel has been increasingly used for
structural and ornamental purposes. In ornamental work, there is
the manufacture of inside and outside stairs, fire escapes,
grillwork, elevator enclosures, balcony railings, fences, collar
caps, vault lights, and all forms of metal-work which are
decorative in character. Cold-rolled steel is typically chosen for
work requiring sharp corners and clear lines, such as balcony
railings, doors, and grillwork, while iron is generally selected for
rougher work and for jobs that do not require sharp edges.
Castings are sometimes used in such cases.
Our commercial and Industrial steel products fit global standards requirements and come with
certificates of origin ensuring reliability of the source, all available up on request
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MISCELLANEOUS
In addition to our massive collection of diverse wood and steel
products, we carry a number of different power tools, machining
technology products, safety equipment and chemicals.
TECHNOLOGIES
Our vast compilation includes technologies such as:
•

•

•
•

Welding Technology, which represents all kinds of welding
machines and welding rods used for linking and joining
different objects together.
•
It also includes Cutting and Grinding
Technology
corresponding
to
cutting
machines, miter saw, angle grinders, cutting
and grinding wheels, etc.
Drilling and Hammering Technology is also available consisting of impact
drilling machines, cordless drilling machines (batter & chargeable), rotary
hammer, drill bets (wood, steel & concrete).
We also have Electric Power Generating Technology on hand. This comprises of power
generators, battery charger and start up charger.
Another technology would be the Air Technology which covers air compressors, plowing
and vacuum machines.
PROTECTION AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT
This technology is to help keep workers
that are on the job safe. It consist of
different products including safety
shoes, working gloves, welding gloves,
welding goggles, and protective
glasses.

CHEMICALS
We offer innovative products and technologies which help in
restoring and protecting building structures; and offer systematic
solutions for structural refurbishment, cosmetic, repairs, pest
protection, waterproofing and sealants. We also provide termite
control solutions for cement & wood treatment, as for glue/silicon
sealants and insulation boards, as well as agricultural chemicals.
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COMMERCIAL REGISTRATION

AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS FOR QATAR STEEL, ONE OF THE STEEL STANDARDS IN THE REGION

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR EMIRATES STEEL INDUSTRIES THE LEADING STEEL MANUFACTURER IN U.A.E

DISTRIBUTORS FOR SUEZ STEEL FROM EGYPT, LEADING COMPANY IN ITS FIELD

Saudi Group for Construction Materials Co.
Olaya 80 Street, Al-Khaleej Complex, 7th floor
P.O.BOX 58290 Riyadh 11594 Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 1 4650165 Fax: +966 1 4651643 / 4627901
Email: contact@saudigroup.net Website: http://www.saudigroup.net

